I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

Rio Tinto is a tremendous corporate citizen of Salt Lake County. They ascribe to very high values and can be trusted to work in the public's best interest.

NAME: 

Curtis R. Shindle

SIGNATURE: 
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

I am interested in the causes and issues Kennecott is. I think they develop responsibly and are an outstanding member of our community.

NAME: [Signature]

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

- Creates jobs. Rio Tinto has done a lot for the valley since they bought Kennecott. They try to be environmentally friendly to the valley.

NAME: Dennis Baum

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

This project will provide many years of stable employment for Utah workers. This appears to be a win-win project.

NAME: Ellis Pierce

SIGNATURE:
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

Kennecott is one of the most environmentally conscious companies in Utah, and this is one of the most important investments in future jobs that will ever be made here.

NAME: 

Harris H. Simmons

SIGNATURE: 

[Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

From my experience of working at Kennecott for 23 yrs, I know that Kennecott will comply with all conditions of the Air Quality Permit. It will be good for Utah's future!

NAME:  Randy Hagg

SIGNATURE:  [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because: Rio Tinto is one of the very few companies I feel embodies quality leadership. This leadership encompasses honesty in its dealings, the highest responsibility with regard to our environment, and unsurpassed commitment to the general public and their communities. I have no doubts that they should be given the go ahead in their Cornerstone Project. I only wish there were more companies like them. RIO is a diamond among the rocks in corporations. These days that is hard to find!

NAME: Brook Bartog

SIGNATURE: Brook A. Bartog
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

The Economic Benefits for thousands of families in the Valley is necessary to maintain a comfortable lifestyle to many.

NAME: ROBERT VIGIL   
SIGNATURE: Robert Vigil
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

I have worked at Kennecott's Env. group in Air Quality for over 30 years and the improvements in Air Quality Control has been amazing. They truly make their best effort to comply.

NAME: Art Fisher, Inst. Env., Kennecott Environmental

SIGNATURE: Art Fisher
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

The expansion will be good for Salt Lake and Utah.
Kennecott is a responsible business that regards the environment and community impact they make for the area.

NAME: Jim BOARD

SIGNATURE: [signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

I am employed by Kennecott and they treat me extremely well. I have seen first-hand Kennecott's commitment to environmental and social responsibility.

NAME: Vania Grandi

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

Kennecott is a great place to work, but also because the products it will produce some much that not only helps the Utah Valley but all of the U.S.

NAME: T. J. Bronson

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

I enjoy having the resources mined, harvested & processed for my living pleasures & recreational fun. How could someone be against Natural resources?

NAME: Brad Reed

SIGNATURE:
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because: I believe it's imperative for the growth of Kennecott as well as the contribution to Salt Lake / Utah's economic environment. In the past Kennecott has followed the rules of the Utah Air Quality Division and I believe they will continue to live up to their responsibilities. I support Kennecott in their expansion endeavors.

NAME: Craig A. Mamales

SIGNATURE: Craig Mamales
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

Kennecott is and has always been environmentally sound. Utah’s economy needs the money that this will generate. (Employees, Contractors, materials, etc.)

NAME: Steven J. Sills
SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

It means hundreds of jobs for Utahns and Kennecott is really trying to be a responsible employer regarding the environment.

NAME: Jesse Roberts

SIGNATURE:  

Jesse (signature)
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

Kennecott Copper plays a substantial role in the state's economic viability. They are a responsible company who stands accountable for their actions. This is good for Utah!

NAME: GARY LANGSTON

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I support the Cornerstone Project because:
This is better for Utah

NAME: Leon Nelson

SIGNATURE: [signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

There are always tradeoffs in life and this project is one of those times where the greater good will be served by approving this permit. Communities like the one at the Bingham canyon Mine are a valuable resource in our limited supply.

NAME: Barbara Brown

SIGNATURE: Barbara Brown
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

keeping the Bingham canyon Mine sustainable creates thousands of jobs for the Salt Lake valley.

NAME: Richard A. Hiler

SIGNATURE: Richard A. Hiler
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

The State of Utah will benefit from the additional jobs, plus Kennecott supports a lot of the state schools, etc.

NAME: Todd Timothy

SIGNATURE: Todd Timothy
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

I support Kennecott because I think they do the right thing.

NAME: Michelle Walker

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

Kennecott & Rio Tinto have responsibly mined Utah's natural resources for many years. This is vital to Utah's economy.

NAME: CLAY & STEPHANIE COLLINS

SIGNATURE: CLAY COLLINS   STEPHANIE COLLINS
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

Jobs For The Future!

NAME: Joseph R. Hicks

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

- It will create more job opportunities as well as more benefits for UT and SLC

NAME: Oscar Carmen

SIGNATURE:
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

It provides income to our community and Kennecott is a responsible company that take environmental concerns very seriously.

NAME: Mike Sorensen / Leona Sorensen

SIGNATURE: Mike Sorensen / Leona Sorensen
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

It will extend the mine life which is a "wealth creator" for Utah

NAME: Karl Burch

SIGNATURE: Karl Burch
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

I think Kennecott is an important part of the Utah & Salt Lake City economy.

NAME: Ryan Oviatt

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

I would like to see the employment benefits generated continue for the long-term, which is good for Utah as a whole.

NAME: Lesli Smith

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

Kennecott is a pillar of strength in our community. They have proven that they are willing to do whatever it takes to keep dust and pollution down. We need this!

NAME:  John D. Roberts

SIGNATURE:  [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

Kennecott provides tens of thousands of jobs directly and indirectly.

NAME: Ken Jones

SIGNATURE: Ken Jones
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

KENNECOTT IS A GREAT EMPLOYER & IS GOOD FOR UTAH.

NAME: Bruce G. Wilson

SIGNATURE: Bruce G. Wilson
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

1) it will create jobs for thousands of Utahans and build our economy
2) Kennecott is a great corporate citizen

NAME: Jason Mathis  Executive Director

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

of the huge positive effect it will have on our local economy.

NAME: Sophia Staska

SIGNATURE: Sophia Staska
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

Kennecott is a responsible economic neighbor

NAME: Ronald Smith

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

I think Kennecott is good for the community. I live near their mine and have never been bothered by their operation. But have benefited from their contributions to the community. They are very environmentally responsible.

NAME: Ginger Brundage

SIGNATURE: Ginger Brundage
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

- Jobs - Employment is necessary for our families
- The minerals in the ground would be useful to the entire world. Kennecott, very much environment friendly.

NAME: Linda Lane

SIGNATURE: [signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

IT WILL CREATE MANY MORE JOBS, EXTEND THE LIFE OF THE MINE AND INSURE AN INCOME FOR THE WORKERS TO BE ABLE TO FEED THEIR FAMILIES

NAME: CHAUNCEY ROBERTS

SIGNATURE: Chauncy Roberts
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

THE CORNERSTONE PROJECT WILL ALLOW KENNECOTT TO CONTINUE PAYING MILLIONS OF DOLLARS FOR THE COMMUNITY.

NAME: FRANIC HARDING

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

Because I think they have done a good job of improving their air quality and they supply use with good jobs. Thank you.

NAME: Chris Skiby

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

It provides the best justification and opportunity to replace the KUC coal-fired power plant with natural gas.

NAME: Rich Borden

SIGNATURE: [signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

I work for Rio Tinto/Kennecott in Bingham Canyon. We do...2,000 other employees.

NAME: Travis Russell Hone

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

I am an employee at the Kennecott Utah Copper Mine and it supports my family of six.

NAME: Matthew Slicher

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

IT WILL SUPPLY WELL PAYING JOBS
FOR DECADES INTO THE FUTURE
FOR UTAH WORKERS

NAME: GERALD POPCORN

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

they are a leader in bringing best practices and sustainability to Salt Lake and in bringing many world class opportunities for local businesses to support BCP locally and Rio Tinto global copper group based here.

NAME: Mathew Francis

SIGNATURE: [Handwritten signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

It will extend Kennecott's productive years and the many jobs associated.

NAME: Lance Bitter

SIGNATURE: Lance Bitter
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

The company provides great, paying jobs.
Really cares about safety. They contribute to the community. They are environmentally responsible.

NAME: Chuck Johnson

SIGNATURE: [Signature]

NAME: Chuck Johnson

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

My family and I support Kennecott 100%.

Thank you.

NAME: Richard J. Nelson & Family

SIGNATURE: R.J.N.
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

- [ ] It gives me a job
- [ ] Community investment

NAME: Scott Wheeler

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

I have seen the positive impact they have had on my own community!

NAME: Lisa K Workman

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

It will provide people with many career opportunities that they wouldn't have otherwise.

NAME: Jason Anderson

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

As stated above, this project will make an important contribution to the community by providing jobs for many people. Kennecott has proven to continually keep the air clean for Utah's SL Valley.

NAME: Laura Lauber

SIGNATURE: Laura Lauber
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

Rio Tinto is a responsible corporate partner. They have spent hundreds of millions in environmental cleanup. They provide nearly a billion dollars of economic prosperity to the valley each year.

NAME: [Handwritten Name]

SIGNATURE: [Handwritten Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

It ensures me a stable living so I may continue the lifestyle this job has afforded me now and into the future.

NAME: Kamie Kallas

SIGNATURE: Kamie Kallas
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

the Salt Lake Valley has a limited economic base and Kennecott can help infuse cash into the community.

NAME: Greg Stringer

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

- it will employ more people from our communities and lengthen the mine life

NAME: Dan Ortez

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

Ambient data in the vicinity of KUC operations indicate project opponents are overstating KUC impacts.

NAME: Chris Kaiser

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

Kennecott is an environmentally compliant company who provides many jobs to Salt Lake residents.

NAME: Shelley Ferrari
SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

Myself and my family depend on the income that RLCC provides to us. I personally know and uphold the environmental values of RLCC.  

NAME: Travis L. Meyers

SIGNATURE: [signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

- Kennecott's our livelihood.
- My husband works there. If Kennecott closes, Utah's economy will die.

NAME: Kamile K. Peterson

SIGNATURE: Kamile K. Peterson
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

Kennecott has proven time and again to be a very responsible and transparent company. Utah needs Kennecott!

NAME: Donald Hunter

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

- Rio Tinto has an excellent reputation of working well with all regulations and exceeds expectations set by EPA and others

NAME: Derrick B. Arnold

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

Without K UC it impacts too many people in this Valley.

NAME: Jeff White

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

Kennecott and Rio Tinto bring many jobs to the Salt Lake Valley. Kennecott is open about its environmental impact and operates responsibly.

NAME: Trevor Paulson

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

Good For Utah Economy

NAME: David Brunke

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

It creates jobs for Utah.

NAME:  
Zan Yu

SIGNATURE:  
Zan Yu  2/24/2011
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

I fully support the Cornerstone Project!

NAME: Trace Olson

SIGNATURE: Trace Olson
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

[Handwritten text]

NAME: [Signature]

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

It will play an important economic role for the whole Salt Lake City area.

NAME: Lance Kingdon C.E.O. Kalttech Int'l

SIGNATURE:
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

A mine expansion will provide more jobs, benefit the Utah economy and help the U.S. balance trade balance relative to other countries.

NAME: Chris West

SIGNATURE: Chris West
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

- **IS THE UDAQ really Waiting to APPROVE the Permits.** Just 2 Facts if there NOT Approved
  - 1 Billion dollars out of local Economy
  - 2 Thousand of Utah Families out of Work.

**NAME:** Michael [Handwritten name]

**SIGNATURE:** [Handwritten signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

Kennecott has long been a responsible copper producer - please give them the air permit so that they might continue to produce the jobs & copper that we need.

NAME: Alan Chenworth

SIGNATURE: Alan
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

Kennecott has made extraordinary effort to protect environment including air quality in the Salt Lake Valley.

NAME: David Saltzburg

SIGNATURE: [signature]
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

**Utah needs the jobs. It's not just Kennecott, it trickles down, to thousands of jobs.**

NAME: Ralph Barker

SIGNATURE: Ralph B
I am in favor of the Utah Division of Air Quality issuing a timely permit and the Utah Air Quality Board approving a rule making (R307-110-17) to authorize a production increase at the Bingham Canyon Mine. I understand this project is out for public comment because Kennecott has fulfilled all regulatory requirements. The Cornerstone Project will make an important contribution to the community and I support timely regulatory approval.

I support the Cornerstone Project because:

- Bingham is the leader in setting environmental and sustainable development standards.

NAME: Laure Weld

SIGNATURE: [Signature]